
Talking Pictures in India

by WILFORD E. DEMINC
Executive Manager, The Radio Installation Company

WITH one exception, I have been privileged to be the

only American directly connected with the Indian

Film Industry, and under my supervision was pro-

duced India's first sound and talking picture.

In November of 1930 I established my first contact with

India, and as an engineer en,oyed a most interesting working

comparison of the picture industry as it is today, and as it

was fifteen years ago, a comparative technical and operative

space of time as represented by the Indian producer; and, as

an executive, experienced the opportunity of moulding an

organization and forming a pattern for a watching industry

as a whole, passing the transition period from silent to

sound with an attempt to eliminate many of the faults

brought to light during our like period in Hollywood.

This first sound and dialogue picture swept all of India like

wild fire, eclipsing by more than ten times the greatest

silent picture gross and sailing from India for the

second time, I have just received a radiogram

"TOLLYWOOD SENDS BEST WISHES HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO LUBILL FILM DOING WONDERFULLY RECORDS BROK-
EN ", which reports my latest release which opened

on the night of sailing.

In passing it might be explained that our Calcutta studio

was located in the suburb of Tollygunge Tolly being

a proper name, and Gunge meaning locality. After studying

the advantages of HOLLYGUNGE we decided on TOLLY-
WOOD. There being two studios at present in that locality,

and several more projected, the name seems appropriate.

During the fall of 1930, the possibility of producing sound

pictures was first entertained by one of the leading pro-

ducers of Bombay, and arrangements completed for recording

equipment. To Mr. Edmund Hansen I owe the greatest debt

of gratitude. To him was made the request for the recom-

mendation of an engineer to proceed to India for the purpose

of preliminary installation and instruction. I sailed from

Los Angeles Harbor on what promised at least an interesting

'round the world trip, little expecting the momentous events

which followed. Knowing nothing of Indian producers or

production methods, no advance plans were made.

My arrival in Bombay and my subsequent period of life

amidst the luxuries of the east showered upon me shall ever

be remembered. Royal suites servants cars

all were mine! Never lived such a potentate! But

above all, the opportunity to achieve was freely and fully

given, and every facility made available.

A survey of Indian producing methods provided quite a

shock, and quite antedated my experience in motion pictures,

extending over eight years. Film was being successfully ex-

posed in light that would result in blank film at home, stages

consisted of flimsy uprights supporting a glass or cloth roof

or covering. The French DeBrie camera, with a few Bell &
Howell and German makes, completed the list of photographic

equipment. Throughout, the blindest groping for fundamental

facts was evident. The laboratory processing methods
with sound in view were most distressing, and ob-

viously the greatest problem. Even today, this problem exists,

though the past year has seen acceptable progress. Satis-

factory prints have always been most difficult to achieve.

After exposure, the film is wound on racks holding about

150 feet, and at this point roughly broken with a loss of as

much as two frames. These racks are then developed and

passed thru the successive stages of processing, in flat tanks

into which ice is placed and added, in a sufficient quantity

to bring down the temperature to 65 degrees in a

surrounding temperature of 90 or more with humidity ex-

ceeding 90%. Naturally the ice melts rapidly, diluting the

solution of the bath, so that in the processing of any given

magazine of film, it is impossible to expect constant densities

over any appreciable length. This is of paramount importance

where sound recording is to be considered. Furthermore, few

standards of cleanliness have ever been considered, and flicker-
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ing, scratched film was accepted as normal. Marks on the

negative from racks and drying drums and ordinary bubbles

in the emulsion, caused by the racks of film being splashed

about in the flat tanks, were immediate problems to be

corrected before attempting production of sound pictures.

Disregard for "unnecessary" improvements premeates the

industry, and the feeling often expressed that "Anything

is good enough for the Indian Public " provided further

elements for combat.

In the rooms designated for editing and splicing

there was at least evidence of progress in the shape of a

waxing machine and an automatic splicer but both

lay in dusty corners, covered by rust. Slicing went on thru

the means of six or eight men squatting in the midst of a

floor full of film the utter disregard of fire danger

was surprising, negative being totally unprotected during all

stages of preparation joining by means of tongue and

scissors. With the tongue the emulsion end was wet, then

scraped with the scissor's blade, cement applied, and the splice

held together until dry. Obviously not "production" methods,

but with the low cost of labor each splicer probably

receiving the equivalent of 1 5c a day many hands turn

out the work of a few machines.

We in California are familiar with the Mexican expression

of "Manana" tomorrow. "Manana" is a very poor

example of the Indian custom of apparently earnestly accept-

ing an instruction invariably resulting in "Yes Sir,

I'm JUST doing it ", though the order may have been

given days or weeks past.

New Theatre's Studio under construction at Calcutta

A complete assembly of Mole-Richardson lights, easily the

pride of a Hollywood Independent, was provided, but ex-

perience proved that all but the requisites for flat lighting

were superfluous. Artists among Indian Cinematographers are

very few.

Hollywood may feel a painful condition of too much "fam-
ily" in studio organizations but India far surpasses

in this evil. Simply a family connection is sufficient to place

one as a director or cameraman. Unhappily this is mirrored

in Indian films. Unless very closely associated, it is im-

possible for a Westerner to appreciate this condition of the

Eastern society, where a transgression leads to ostracism from
family or caste ranks. So closely are Indian organizations

built around these family or friendship ties, that a serious

order or correction is seldom given for fear of offending, and
instructions are received with always the apparent reserva-

tion of execution when and where it may please the individual.

It was in this maelstrom of strange circumstances that I

found myself, and from these foundations it has been my
privilege to build.

Upon the completion of India's first sound picture, I re-

turned to America in order to take full advantage of the

opportunities so apparent in this just awakening country,

Left to right; Production Manager C. Bose; Director Kapur
and Chief Cinematographer Nittin Bose on the set during

shooting of "Cuie Bakuli" at Calcutta

planning a quick return. Bombay had for long been the

principal producing center of India, but Calcutta, the second

city of the British Empire, had been awakened by the great

financial success of Bombay's first talking picture, and eagerly

awaited the opportunity of entering the field.

During the home visit, I signed a permanent contract, and

Mrs. Deming and I sailed for a world honeymoon, with Cal-

cutta as the immediate destination.

Calcutta provided a complete surprise contrasting

the rushing, haphazard methods of Bombay. Here I was

presented with the nucleus of what has become a real pro-

duction unit. Formed by several of Calcutta's leading citizens

who had wisely surrounded themselves with competent assist-

ants, well financed and with an ambitious program of pro-

ducing pictures for India actually comparable to those of the

independent Hollywood companies, this company was build-

ing on a firm foundation.

Awaiting my final instructions for completion, was a spacious

steel, brick and concrete structure housing the sound stage

and laboratory. Not only was every modern convenience

added to this lot, including rehearsal halls, dressing rooms,

showers and chemical sanitary system, dining room, power
plant, extensive garages and a large, well equipped carpenter

shop, but the entire lot has been landscaped, lawns, trees

and hedges being laid out, and a grass tennis court con-

structed.

A complete air conditioning plant supplies the laboratory,

and though a machine developer is expected soon, double

vertical tanks are now used for all baths during processing.

In this manner, ice is only added as necessary to the outer

tank, and there is no dilution of the bath.

Action shot during shooting of "Shakuntala" at Calcutta
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Large rooms, especially protected against dust, and heated

or cooled as necessary, house drying drums, electrically driven,

in contrast to the usual Indian method of hand turning.

The latest Bell & Howell automatic continuous printer is

in use, and cutting and editing facilities are completely modern,

with machine splicers and Moviola equipment.

"RICO" studio sound recording equipment, mounted in a

Ford truck, together with DeBrie and High speed Bell &
Howell Cameras, and a very complete set of Mole-Richardson
lights complete the equipment.

The sound stage, approximately 60 by 150 feet in size,

is well sound-damped, and free from external disturbance to a

remarkable degree. We have worked in the midst of very

strong thunder storms with no ill effects, and cars continually

move about the lot.

During the first month of operation, in the midst of heavy

Monsoon rains and terribly high humidity, a bit of trouble

was experienced with noisy microphones, though no actual

days were lost, several retakes were necessary, always obvious

at the time of action. Dynamic microphones seem the only

answer to all year operation in India.

Following the completion of satisfactory tests, two pictures

were produced, the first in the Bengali language for Calcutta

and North Eastern distribution, and the second in Urdu for

general release. During November and a part of December,

the studio was rented under very satisfactory business ar-

rangements, to a Bombay producer, who made two pictures,

both in Urdu.

Widely varying languages over the whole of India present

some problem, though a maionty of the profitable release

centers may be reached by Urdu or Hindi. Even story values

vary greatly in different sections.

Scripts are very frequently prepared from Arabian Nights'

tales, with a few original adaptations. Almost universally,

the tragic ending is preferred with the happy climax

in heaven and strange and various are the conceptions

with double and triple exposures abounding.

Like Hollywood, in their first sound pictures, India forgot

the art of MOTION PICTURES, and I well remember my
efforts to please by cramming "some sound" into every foot

of my first picture. But today, the Indian director is making

motion pictures WITH sound, of a vastly improved overall

character.

One interesting phase of Indian work is the complete

indifference with which the microphone is received. Remember-
ing our trouble from "Mike Fright," and realizing the limita-

tions of illiteracy in India, I expected a great amount of

difficulty which never materialized. In five pictures

that I have supervised, there have been practically no retakes

necessary because of the addition of dialogue.

Financially, the Indian film industry is rather strangely

aligned. There are few individual companies adequately

financed. Rather, there will exist a company foundation, and

after a script is prepared, finances for this particular pro-

duction will be obtained, and the picture and company
property pledged as security. Often, individual directors will

obtain financial assistance, and by renting the use of some

studio property and equipment, produce a picture. Production

costs are usually quite low, averaging, all costs included for

operating a fairly modern sound studio, 1 5,000 to 20,000

Rupees per picture with a gross of normally 85,000

to 100,000 Rupees for a Urdu production, with an all-India

release. Due to being "tied" to the depreciated British Pound,

the Rupee is today worth about 25c, the normal value being

36c. It is easy to speak in large production figures in India

. .
j.

. . and still not spend much money.

There are very few contract players, officials or technicians.

Unfortunately, the industry is not sufficiently stable to carry

a large overhead over an extended period of indefinite con-

ditions. The leads of an average picture will receive as high

as 500 Rupees a month $125, but usually 200 to

300 is a closer estimate. In almost all cases, artists are

hired on a picture to picture basis. Extras often

surprisingly hard to find, may receive a Rupee or so a day
for their services.

Bombay, having for long provided most of the cinema

offerings, is better prepared for casting than Calcutta. Two
of the pictures I made in Calcutta were with almost ex-

clusively inexperienced people, due to the difficulty of ob-

taining suitable Urdu speaking leads. Often, due to illiteracy,

lines must be individually taught the actor or actress, and on
one or two occasions, lines were read from a blackboard.

In one year, India has progressed very rapidly, and the

future, barring unfortunate internal problems, appears op-

timistic. Individually, studios are attempting to better their

standards but collectively, the state of "Dog eat Dog"
pretty generally exists. It is often the practice of more
powerful companies to rush to completion the same picture

a competitor may be producing, and under the present Indian

law, there seems no protection available. Inter-company

rivalry is far too bitter to make a producer's organization

possible.

A sound truck in India

During my last few weeks in India, while temporarily acting

as editor of India's film weekly, "Varieties," I formulated

the plan and assisted in organizing the Calcutta Branch of a

technician's society, modeled on the SMPE. Under the name
of The Society of Indian Film Technicians, this organization

shows promise of becoming a national power, and it is hoped,

will do much toward building and regulating the industry.

There is a great necessity for breaking down the barriers of

individual jealousy among representative technicians, and such

a society will go far in aiding all involved.

There is a great need and demand for technical books and

magazines dealing with the film industry in all of its

branches. I can confidently report that THE AMERICAN
CINEMATOCRAPHER as a magazine, is the ONLY such peri-

odical accepted in the Indian studio, and each copy is a

treasure jealously passed among the favored friends of the

subscriber. The 1930 CINEMATOGRAPHIC ANNUAL has

been since its publication India's FILM BIBLE, and is every-

where accepted as the final authority. All technicians are

eagerly awaiting Volume 2, the new 1931 edition.

In conclusion a few words regarding the people

with whom I have worked and the country.

London edited news articles would paint a picture of

Hindu and Mohammedan at each other's throats with

Parsi and Si kk dipping their hands in the blood of both

Brahmin and Untouchable, hard at it in the other corner.

(Continued on page 31 )
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But that is far from a true picture of Indian business. In

Bombay, the Parsi colony, originally from Persia, forms the

financial backbone of the industry. Working with them are

the driving forces of the Mohammedan and the quiet aggressive-

ness of the Hindu. In Calcutta, Parsi, Hindu and Moham-
medan share the executive and financial responsibility, with

the Brahmin and Marwari assisting in organizing and financing.

Bengal is predominately Mohammedan, and these people form a

foundation of firm executive ability in most organizations.

Sikks, Pathans and other Hillmen form an excellent labor

combination.

Divide the parts and destroy the whole has ever

been the prime objective, when MANY are ruled by the FEW.
This fact can only be realized in its full extent by one who
has worked with, and has the confidence of the "many."
This confidence of my Indian friends I deeply treasure. Amer-
ica will never learn of the burden under which India is

struggling, from London censored news dispatches. Neither

will America learn of India from books such as "Mother
India" appropriately classed by Mr. Ghandi as "The
report of a sewer inspector." Incidentally, this vile, imaginary

and subsidized book, by an American authoress, has caused

a deep distrust of Americans as a people, and undoubtedly

greatly harmed India in the eyes of its readers in America.

Privileged to work with the people of India, it has been my
pleasure to find that nowhere on this earth could be found

a more honest, simple, unaffected and friendly people. Today,

they are a frightened, harried people. Confidence with and in,

a "European" is a rare quality, for over their heads hangs

continually the sword of "Lawless Law" an espionage

system rivaling that of the old Czarist regime of Russia

where for the most simple utterance of "disaffection"

one just disappears no trial no legal processes

and the end is some deadly detention camp. But above

all of this rises the Indian man and woman
a most beautiful picture of life.

Order Your Cinematographic Annual Vol. 2 NOW!

New "Rico" Branch Office

THE RADIO Installation Company of 1404 Magnolia Avenue,
Los Angeles, announces the opening of a branch office and

display room at 5510 Franklin Avenue, Hollywood. The firm

also states that they will have other important announce-
ments within the next few weeks that should be of interest

to independent producers.

National Adds Curawl

THE CUTAWL portable machine, a product of the Inter-

national Register Co. of Chicago, for use in making poster

cutouts and clever advertising displays, has been added to the

line of the National Theatre Supply Co.

INTEGRAL INKIES
SUN-SPOTS — CONDENSER SPOTS

This firm is able to supply every type of lighting

I equipment for motion picture production from the

I small baby spots to the 36" incandescent sun-spot

or sun-arcs.

If It Isn't An It Isn't An Inkie.

MOLE-RICHARD/ON inc
STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

941 N. JYCAMODE AVENUE HOLLYWOOD, CAUFORNIA

New York Representative

MOTION PICTURE LICHTINC CO., LONC ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK

(See page 2)


